ACHIEVEMENTS OF AMITIANS

The young Amitians bagged the 3rd prize in Tabla-Duet for the event “Chunauti” held at Apeejay School, Saket, New Delhi on 16th April, 2013.

“Darohar”- an Inter-school competition was organised by Blue Bells Model School, Sector-4, Gurgaon on 18th April, 2013 and our students won the 3rd prize in the Dramatised version of Lok Gathaein.

An Inter-school Painting Competition on Earth Day was held on 22nd April, 2013 at American Public School, Gurgaon where Eeshaane Shandilya and Kshitina Das of AIS-46 Bagged 2nd & 3rd Prize.

National Bal Bhavan, New Delhi organised several events on the occasion of International Earth Day on 23rd April, 2013. Students of AIS-46 won the Over-all Trophy for Max prizes in the following:

- 1st prize -----Virangana Chaudhary (III-H) in Fashion Show
- 1st prize -----Prisha Singh (IX-F) & Nitya Chopra (IX-A) in Exhibition
- 3rd prize -----Piya Gupta (V-A) in Junior painting Compt.

Mukund Vats bagged the High Commendation award in the MUN Conference organised by Ryan International School, Vasant Kunj, Delhi on 26th & 27th April.


The best painting of ‘Bat for the Planet’ by Toshiba was won by Eeshaane Shandilya of class VIII. The Prize distribution was conducted by Toshiba at Leela kempinsky Hotel, Gurgaon.

Pranav Tevatia (VII-B), Yash (VIII-F), Abhineet Srivastava (IX-F) & Milan (X-A) won the 3rd prize in Math-O-Mania, an Inter-school Maths Quiz organised by KR Mangalam School, Gurgaon on 25th July, 2013.

In ‘Expressions-2013’, an Inter-school Fest organised by Army Public School, New Delhi, on 26th July, 2013, Shrayanshi of V-G & AIS group of dancers secured 2nd prize in Bhajan-solo and Group dance respectively.

The ‘Festive Potpourri’ held at Chiranjiv Bharti School, On 27th July, 2013, Gurgaon saw Anubha Bhatnagar (I-I) & Krishna Aggarwal (I-11) bagging the 2nd prize in Festivity savvy & Finger at creativity-clay modelling events respectively.

On 8th August, 2013 Bhartiya Vidya Bhawan, New Delhi organised “NASSCOM-Dewang Mehta Memorial IT Competition and the following students brought laurels to the school:

- World Art-----2nd prize by Abhiveer Sharma (V-J) & Vaasvi Jain (V-J)
- Pixel Collage-----2nd prize by Daksh Shah (IX-G) & Aditya (X-F)
- Graphica--------3rd prize by Shaurya (V-G) & Amaaya (III-i)

Shikhar Aggarwal (VIII-C) & Shreya (VII-E) bagged the Rolling Trophy for “Atulya Bharat”, as Inter-School Quiz competition organised by Chiranjiv Bharti School, Sushant Lok, Gurgaon on 12th August, 2013.
In the Inter-school Creativity Contest organised by **American Public School**, Gurgaon on 13th August, 2013, one of our teachers, **Ms. Neetu Dawar** bagged the 1st prize.

Epicentre, Gurgaon celebrated Independence Day Carnival with the **Model Making Competition** where Nitya Chopra & Tanvi Goyal bagged the 2nd prize by showcasing their creativity.

**SPORTS ACHIEVEMENTS**

**Skating**

**Musckaan Chauhan** represented India in Flander’s Grand Prix Roller Skating Championship held at Belgium in August, 2013 and won **Silver Medal** in 1000mtrs. Race.

**Musckaan** has also brought laurels to the school from time to time by winning **Gold medals**, qualifying & winning at international levels.

Other Skaters of AIS-46 who made us proud by winning **Gold, Silver & Bronze medals** in **Distt. Roller Skating Championship** held at Gurgaon are: Radhika Singhal, Karandeep Singh, Vasvi Burman, Rivul Raghuyal and Anadi Kaura.

**Cricket**

Girls’ Cricket Team of AIS-46 for the 1st time got the 1st position in **Distt. Schools Girls Cricket Tournament** held at **S.D. School**, Gurgaon & qualified for Haryana State Cricket Tournament. Gauri Gaur of VI-A was declared the “woman of the Match”.

Boys’ Team were also declared Joint winners in **Distt. Schools Cricket Tournament** and got qualified to play Haryana State Boy’s Cricket Tournament.

AIS-46 Cricket Team lifted the most Prestigious **Dronacharya Cricket Trophy** organised by **Dron Public School**, Gurgaon.

**Football**

The Girls’ Football Team of AIS-46 were declared winner of **Distt. School Football Championship** held at **DAV School, Khandsa**, Gurgaon and were qualified for State level Schools Football Championship.

**Archery**

3 **Golds** & 4 **Silver** medals won at **Distt. Level Archery Championship** brought laurels to the school by the Champions of Archery - Priyanka Thakran, Aakriti Gupta, Prachi Bhardwaj, Anu Thakran & Rajul Yadav.

Swimmers of AIS-46 – Siddharth Sindhu, Vaibhav Aggarwal, Manjit Tyagi, Surya Kapoor & Rashi Janghu won 6 **Silver & 6 Bronze medals** at **Distt. Level Swimming Championship** held at Gurgaon and all are qualified for Haryana State Swimming Championship to be held at Sirsa in October, 2013.

26 boys (of diff. age groups) & 20 girls of AIS-46 were selected to participate in **Haryana State Yoga Competition** to be held at Panipat & Jind in August & September, 2013.

Aryan Pandit & Aryan Nijhawan secured 1st position in **Distt. Lawn Tennis Championship** (under14) held at **Scottish High school**, Gurgaon. They were selected along with Eshita Singh to participate in **Haryana State Lawn Tennis Championship** to be held at Panchkula in October, 2013.
Amity International School, Saket hosted one of the most eagerly awaited events—‘The Youth Parliament’. Young, budding parliamentarians from all across the Amity Schools and NCR participated with great enthusiasm. Heated debates on topics such as ‘Waste Management’, ‘RTE Act and its implementation’, ‘Will interlinking of rivers solve the water crisis?’, Expanding the scope of nuclear energy’ and ‘Is population a boon or a bane?’- took place. There was never a dull moment during the proceedings of the assembly. The ruling party and the opposition party continuously levelled allegations against one another. The two day event included- The Question Hour, Debate sessions, the Calling Attention Motion, The Zero Hour (which included 6 different problems for immediate attention) and the RTE bill discussion. The RTE bill was finally passed after the honourable speaker made one of the most awaited announcements- ‘the ayes have it’. The chief guests- Mr Arjun Ray (a member of the parliament elected from Sitamarhi, Bihar) and Mr Amrish Singh Gautam (the deputy speaker of the Delhi assembly) gave inspirational speeches to motivate the participants. The judges selected 10 participants for the best question and best answer prizes. The event culminated with Amity International School, Sec-46, Gurgaon bagging the shiny silver rolling trophy.

**SMALL WONDER**

That in fact is apt to describe the super talented Taksheel Buddhadeo, whose versatility, talent and confidence leaves audiences agape! A singer on Doordarshan, A Master Chef on Community Radio, Chhote Ustaad of AIR FM Rainbow and an artist on All India Radio, Taksheel Buddhadeo’s voice is a well known one among radio lovers. He has given sterling performances on the World Radio Day, hosted the Chhote Ustaad program as the Guest Anchor, hosted live program “Gali Gali Sim Sim on 107.8 FM as well as performed semi classical devotional songs on Doordarshan. The number of achievements in his kitty at such a young age bears undoubted testimony to his prodigious talent. Amity looks forward to his achievements and to nurturing and honing his skills!
INTER SCHOOL ROLLER SKATING CHAMPIONSHIP

Success can only be ensured by untiring dedication to the task at hand. The hunger and desire to achieve and the willingness to give one’s utmost are required to carry us to our rightful place in the sun. With this spirit, the students of AIS 46 participated in the Inter School Roller Skating Championship at Amity International School, Sector 43. Eighteen renowned schools with 250 participants competed in the Championship. Not to be thwarted in their aims, the team put up a sterling performance. The results were as the team had aimed for. The school bagged the overall trophy against tough competition in a hard fought and fiercely contested event. The Principal of the school, Mrs. Arti Chopra congratulated the Skating Coach and the students on their marvelous performance.

IMMUNE INDIA SCHOOL CHALLENGE 2012-13

A six week long campaign was organized by Dabur India in more than 1500 schools all across India to select the IMMUNE Schools of the country. The selection was done on the basis of survey of the type of medical facilities, drinking water and sanitary conditions of the school. During the survey, a team of doctors and nurses from Fortis Hospital also visited the school to check the BMI of the students. Based on the result of BMI, the school nominated Niharika Goyal of Class V as Dabur Immune Champ of the school.

The campaign culminated on February 03, 2013 at The Lalit Hotel, New Delhi. The Education Minister of Delhi, Ms. Kiran Walia, CBSE Director, Sadhna Parashar , CEO of Dabur India, Mr. Sunil Duggal and Regional Director of Fortis Hospital, Mr. Sukhmeet Sanghu were the eminent guests at the ceremony. AIS -46 was declared as the IMMUNE SCHOOL and the Immune Champ of the school- Niharika Goyal, won a tablet in the event organized by Dabur Chavanprash in collaboration with Hindustan Times. AIS -46 was also declared as one of the top 50 schools of the country.

METALLICA 2013

The Institute of Metals-Delhi Chapter, Jawahar Dhatu Bhawan of the Tughlakabad Institutional Area, New Delhi organised a Quiz competition for young students. The students received participation certificates and momentos for the school. In the open house segment of the competition, they received cash prizes for giving correct answers.

MORE FEATHERS IN THE SCIENCE CAP

Amity schools under the guidance of their Honorable Chairperson, Dr. (Mrs.) Amita Chauhan consistently endeavor to inculcate a scientific and inquisitive mind in their students. Upholding this
tradition, Amity International School, Sector 46, Gurgaon registered two teams to participate in CBSE Science Exhibition.

Actourney – An interesting Activity Journey, the first project based on science activities was the center of attraction for all. Its unique concept led to it being selected for display at the National level CBSE Science Exhibition.

The second project was based on the sub-theme of information and educational technology under the main theme of Science and Society. The Principal Ms. Arti Chopra congratulated the students and promised them all guidance and help for the future.

‘ForzaVeyhan’ – AIS 46 Gurgaon Team – In Nationals of F1 in Schools!

F1 in Schools is a competition wherein students set up their own Formula One team. They are tasked to design their own miniature version of an F1 car using a designing software and race them against other teams. The competition does not solely revolve around designing & manufacturing the car, but also requires the students to arrange sponsorships from various companies and organizations. It helps develop their entrepreneurship, management, communication and social skills and most importantly students learn the application of all the in-classroom learning. All of these are the pre-requisites for facing the challenges posed by the real world!

ForzaVeyhan is Amity International School, Sector 46, Gurgaon team for F1 in Schools India competition. The team is lead by Gautam Gupta along with Kshitij Kapoor, Charvi Aggarwal, Siddhant Agarwal, Aditya Kumar and Ayush Punn as members. The AIS 46 team managed sponsorships from HTC, Dell, Puma, SportsKeeda and Raja Paints, and it believes that aerodynamics is the future of the automobile industry and improving it can solve most of the challenges faced by them.

F1 in Schools is encouraged in most countries abroad and has been introduced in India for the first time this year. Its inaugural championship was held at Amity University, Noida on 9-11 January 2013. A total of 88 teams participated in the event in two categories - the intermediate level and the junior level, out of which 6 teams from each category were selected for the nationals. The selection process was on the basis of the engineering of the car, a presentation by the team, pit booth display, their marketing strategy and the car racing.

Combined with the effort of all the team members, ForzaVeyhan has qualified for the Nationals and has also won awards for the Best Presentation, Best Sponsorship and Marketing. ForzaVeyhan, the AIS 46 Team, has fixed its eye on a goal promising to bring glory to itself, their school and their sponsors. We wish them best of luck for this endeavor.